Abstract. We introduce SNEIKEN, an Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD) construction and SNEIKHA, a cryptographic hash. Both are derived from the SNEIK permutation, a lightweight, flexible ARX design with very efficient diffusion. Our SNEIK/BLNK2 design strategy emphasizes simplicity and allows full-featured, yet extremely lightweight cryptographic protocols to be created. We study implementations for 8-bit Atmel AVR and 32-bit ARM Cortex M3/M4 targets, where the SNEIK family is shown to perform clearly better and with smaller implementation footprint than comparable SHA-3 and AES instances. We also discuss SNEIGEN, a group of fast diffusers that have limited cryptographic security by themselves but are able to support the internal operations of (post-quantum) cryptographic algorithms and protocols more efficiently than Shake or AES.
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1 Introduction

This document describes the SNEIK family of primitives for lightweight cryptography. The primary members of the family are the SNEIKEN128 AEAD (Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data) algorithm and the SNEIKHA256 cryptographic hash. SNEIKEN256 and SNEIKHA384 can be paired for higher-security applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNEIKEN128</td>
<td>AEAD</td>
<td>2^{128}</td>
<td>(NIST1) Section 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEIKEN192</td>
<td>AEAD</td>
<td>2^{192}</td>
<td>(NIST3) Section 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEIKEN256</td>
<td>AEAD</td>
<td>2^{256}</td>
<td>(NIST5) Section 4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEIKHA256</td>
<td>Hash</td>
<td>2^{128}</td>
<td>Section 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEIKHA384</td>
<td>Hash</td>
<td>2^{192}</td>
<td>Section 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEIGEN</td>
<td>Informational</td>
<td></td>
<td>Appendix A.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The security for SNEIKEN AEADs indicates the effort required to breach the confidentiality of a given ciphertext with a classical computer. SNEIKEN 128/192/256 is expected to match the security of AES 128/192/256 [NIS01].

The effort required to breach the integrity of ciphertext (i.e. to create a forgery) is claimed to be equivalent to the size of the ciphertext expansion (authentication tag). Any valid attack must ensure that a nonce does not repeat under the same secret key.

For SNEIKHA hash functions the security level primarily indicates the effort required to produce collisions on a classical computer. Pre-image attacks may require more effort, especially for fixed-format messages, as used in some hash-based signature schemes.

We set no explicit limits on the input sizes (hashed message, plaintext, associated data, and the amount of data that can be processed under one key), but we assume them to be under $2^{64}$ bits for security analysis.

The SNEIGEN Entropy Distribution Function XOFs are included as “informational” and they relate to the parallel development of post-quantum asymmetric cryptography and protocols. Even though they have clear use cases within lightweight cryptography, they do not meet the normal security criteria set for stand-alone primitives. Their security must be evaluated in the context where they are used.

Notation and conventions. SNEIK is an ARX [KN10] type construction built from three very simple operations on 32-bit words:

- A: $x \oplus y$, Addition modulo word size: $x + y \mod 2^{32}$.
- R: $x \oplus y$, Bitwise exclusive-or operation between $x$ and $y$.
- X: $x \ll r$, Cyclic left rotation by $r$ bits in a 32-bit word.

We also use Boolean operators $\wedge$ and $\vee$ to denote bitwise “and” and “or” operations and double vertical $\|\|$ to denote concatenation of arrays and strings. Expression enclosed in single verticals $|v|$ refers to its size (length) in bits; we have $|t||u| = |t| + |u|$.

A C-style notation is used for bit and byte arrays (unit size depends on context); vectors are zero-indexed with index in square brackets. We use ranges to indicate sub-arrays; $v[i \cdots j]$ refers to concatenation of all entries from $v[i]$ to $v[j]$, inclusive.

All numerical values are stored and exchanged in little-endian fashion, with the least significant bit, byte, or vector array entry having index 0. Hexadecimal numbers (bytes or words) are prefixed with “0x”. Bit and byte arrays are read from left to right, with index starting with 0. The 32-bit integer $0x12345678$ (decimal 305419896) is therefore stored and transmitted as four bytes $0x78 \| 0x56 \| 0x34 \| 0x12$.

Any integer $n \in (0, 2^m]$ has unique encoding as bit array $B[n]$ with $n = \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} 2^i B[i]$. Therefore bit $i$ has numerical value $2^i$. The first bit (bit 0) of a byte is therefore $2^0 = 0x01$ and the last bit (bit 7) is $2^7 = 0x80$. One can always fetch bit $i$ from a byte array $v[]$ in C with an expression such as $(v[1 >> 3] >> (1 \& 7)) \& 1$.
## The SNEIK \( f_{512} \) Permutation

With \( \pi^\rho_\delta \) we denote a family of unkeyed \( \rho \)-round permutations on \( b \)-bit state \( S \), controlled by a domain identifier \( \delta \):

\[
S' = \pi^\rho_\delta(S) \tag{1}
\]

The security of \( \pi^\rho_\delta \) should be evaluated in the context where it is used – we are not claiming it to be a hermetic sponge resistant to all structural distinguishers [BDPA11].

The permutation is easily invertible but the inverse permutation is not required by any of the modes proposed in this document.

**Parameters.** SNEIK is very flexible, but for the purposes of this specification we fix the state size to \( b = 512 \) bits, which is organized as sixteen 32-bit words \( (n = 16) \).

We note that the state required by any of the proposed AEAD and hashing modes is limited to essentially the 512-bit \( S \) – not much more than 64 bytes of RAM is required to perform any operation from start to finish.

**Implementation strategies.** Listing 1 contains a compact C source code implementation of the SNEIK permutation instantiation \( \pi = f_{512} \) (for \( b = 512 \)) as used in our SNEIKEN, SNEIKHA, and SNEIGEN proposals. This is not an optimized implementation but presented here as an additional reference.

We note that the domain separator \( \delta \) or \( \text{dom} \) is an 8-bit integer, defined in the context of BLNK2 modes (See Table 2). Round constants are defined for up to 16 rounds, even though this version never uses more than 8. Our current round counts are quite optimistic, so we reserve the right to increase them if deemed necessary due to future cryptanalysis.

There are two basic implementation methods, one organized as a non-linear feedback shift register (suitable for hardware) and a “register window” method suitable for lightweight software implementations.

---

#### Listing 1: The SNEIK permutation \( f_{512}^\rho(\delta) \) in C. We set \( \text{dom} = \delta \) and \( \text{rounds} = \rho \).
**Figure 1:** The SNEIK permutation, viewed as a non-linear feedback shift register (NLFSR), Equation 2. This illustrates its structural similarity to some stream ciphers. In a simple \( nr \)-cycle hardware implementation the sixteen registers are moved right for each clock, while a new value computed and loaded into the leftmost 32-bit register.

**Non-linear feedback shift register.** Let \( n \geq 5 \) be the size of the initial state \( s[0\cdots n-1] \) of 32-bit words (with the f512 instantiation we have \( n = 16 \)). Recurrence of Equation 2 defines a nonlinear feedback expander sequence \( s[i] \) for any \( i \geq n \). The seven arithmetic steps \( t_j \) are numbered just for referencing. Figure 1 illustrates the operation of the NLFSR.

\[
\begin{align*}
t_1 &= s[i - n] \oplus d[i] \\
t_2 &= t_1 \oplus s[i - 1] \\
t_3 &= t_2 \oplus (t_2 \ll 24) \oplus (t_2 \ll 25) \\
t_4 &= t_3 \oplus s[i - 2] \\
t_5 &= t_4 \oplus s[i - n + 2] \\
t_6 &= t_5 \oplus (t_5 \ll 9) \oplus (t_5 \ll 17) \\
t_7 &= t_6 \oplus s[i - n + 1] \\
s[i] &= t_7
\end{align*}
\] (2)

To compute \( r \) rounds of the SNEIK permutation, we initialize the state \( s[0\cdots n-1] \) with input, run the expander sequence for \( nr \) steps and return \( s[nr\cdots n(r+1)-1] \).

The domain separation constant \( d[i] \) is nonzero only when \( i \mod n \in \{0, 1\} \). We interpret round constants to be just another kind of “domain separator”, separating rounds from each other. We set \( d[nj] = rc[j] \) from vector in Equation 3 and \( d[nj + 1] = \delta \).

The domain identifier value of \( \delta \) is set by higher level BLNK2 primitive (see Table 2 in Section 3). The first 16 round constants are:

\[
rc[0..15] = 0xEF, 0xE0, 0xD9, 0xD6, 0xBA, 0xB5, 0x8C, 0x83, 0x10, 0x1F, 0x26, 0x29, 0x45, 0x4A, 0x73, 0x7C.
\] (3)
Figure 2: The sliding window implementation technique. Since five consecutive words (with wrap-around) from the state are used to compute a new value for the “middle word” (Equation 4), we can organize the computation in a way that there is only a single load and save per step. A set of four registers can be used in a way that avoids shifting values from one register to another. We can therefore efficiently unroll by 4, 8, or 16 steps.

Sliding register window. Since there are no references beyond $s[i - n]$ back in the sequence, the recurrence of Equation 2 may be implemented with a static $n$-word table – as was done in Listing 1. We may use “mod $n$” addressing and write $s[i - n \pm j]$ as $s[i \pm j]$ while $i$ repeatedly scans the values $i = 0, 1, \ldots, n - 1$ for each round.

We see that the operation uses a “window” of five inputs to evaluate each new value:

$$s[i] = f_{\text{win}}(s[i - 2], s[i - 1], s[i], s[i + 1], s[i + 2])$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

Four 32-bit state words can be used to store the $f$ inputs as the window moves; the value $s[i - 2]$ is used at step $t_4$ before a replacement value $s[i + 2]$ is loaded for step $t_5$. This is illustrated in Figure 2.

The standard implementation method is therefore to unroll computation of at least four iterations of Equation 2. Table 1 gives some implementation metrics for the permutation on popular microcontrollers using this method. These ARMv7-m and AVR implementations are available with the C reference code at https://github.com/pqshield/sneik.

Table 1: SNEIK permutation performance on 32-bit ARM Cortex-M4 (NXP/Freescale MK20DX256 @ 24 MHz) and 8-bit AVR (Atmel ATMEGA2560 @ 16 MHz) architectures. The “RAM” size is the input/output state + stack usage while “ROM” indicates the required Flash memory. Cycles per round were measured with $\rho = 8$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MCU</th>
<th>Unroll</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>ROM</th>
<th>Cycles/Round</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AVR</td>
<td>16-step</td>
<td>“fast”</td>
<td>64 + 14</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>1078.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVR</td>
<td>4-step</td>
<td>“small”</td>
<td>64 + 19</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>1126.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortex M4</td>
<td>16-step</td>
<td>“fast”</td>
<td>64 + 16</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>188.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortex M4</td>
<td>4-step</td>
<td>“small”</td>
<td>64 + 28</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>211.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 BLNK2 Primitive Sponge Operations

Our proposals are built using “BLINKER-style” [San14a] primitives. This new version is called BLNK2 (version number is optional). In addition to authenticated encryption and hashing, these primitives can be used to build more complex yet lightweight protocols where two (or more) parties have synchronized, continuously authenticated states.

For these modes a tuple \((S, i)\) defines the entire state: \(S \in \{0, 1\}^b\) is the permutation input/output block and \(i \in [0, b)\) is a “next bit” read/write index to it, pointing at bit \(S[i]\).

As is usual in permutation-based cryptography, the block size \(b = 512\) is split into two halves, “rate” of \(r\) bits and “capacity” of \(c\) bits; \(r + c = b\). We have \(S = S_r \parallel S_c\) where \(S_r \in \{0, 1\}^r\) and \(S_c \in \{0, 1\}^c\). The security of the construction is largely determined by capacity while the rate is almost directly proportional to its processing speed.

These primitives may set additional flags on domain parameter \(\delta\) before passing them to the cryptographic permutation \(\pi_\rho_\delta\). This 8-bit domain identifier is constructed from fields given in Table 2. The primitive operations are:

- \(S\.clr()\): Clear the state: \(S \leftarrow 0^b\), \(i \leftarrow 0\).
- \(S\.fin()\): Mark the end of given domain input (Algorithm 2).
- \(S\.ratchet()\): Clear the “rate” part for forward security: \(S \leftarrow 0^r \parallel S_c\), \(i \leftarrow 0\).
- \(S\.put(D, \delta)\): Absorb input data \(D\) (Algorithm 3).
- \(D \leftarrow S\.get(n, \delta)\): Squeeze out \(n\) bits into \(D\) (Algorithm 4).
- \(C \leftarrow S\.enc(P, \delta)\): Encrypt plaintext \(P\) into ciphertext \(C\) (Algorithm 5).
- \(P \leftarrow S\.dec(C, \delta)\): Decrypt ciphertext \(C\) into plaintext \(P\) (Algorithm 6).

Additionally, we have a utility function \(S\.inc()\) (Algorithm 1) which updates the index \(i\) by one and invokes the permutation \(\pi_\delta^S\) if it reaches the limit set by rate \(r\) or block \(b\), depending on the full bit in the domain indicator \(\delta\).

### Algorithm 1 Increment index: \(S\.inc()\).

**Input:** Input state \((S, i)\), domain \(\delta\)

1. \(i \leftarrow i + 1\)
2. if \((\delta \wedge \text{full} = 0 \text{ and } i = r)\) or \((\delta \wedge \text{full} = \text{full} \text{ and } i = b)\) then
   3. \(S \leftarrow \pi_\delta^S(S)\)
   4. \(i \leftarrow 0\)
5. end if

**Output:** Updated state \((S, i)\).

### Algorithm 2 End a data element (padding): \(S\.fin()\).

**Input:** Input state \((S, i)\), domain \(\delta\)

1. \(S[i] \leftarrow S[i] \oplus 1\)
2. if \(\delta \wedge \text{full} = 0\) then
   3. \(S[r - 1] \leftarrow S[r - 1] \oplus 1\)
4. end if
5. \(S \leftarrow \pi_\delta^S(S)\)
6. \(i \leftarrow 0\)

**Output:** Updated state \((S, i)\).
Algorithm 3 Absorb data: \( S, D, \delta \).

**Input:** Input state \((S, i)\), data \(D \in \{0, 1\}^*\), domain \(\delta\).

1. for \( j = 0, 1, \ldots, |D| - 1 \) do
2. \( S[i] \leftarrow S[i] \oplus D[j] \) \hspace{1cm} Add (xor) input data to the state.
3. \( S, \text{inc}(\delta) \) \hspace{1cm} Increment index \(i\).
4. end for

**Output:** Updated state \((S, i)\).

Algorithm 4 Squeeze data: \( D = S, \text{get}(n, \delta) \).

**Input:** Input state \((S, i)\), length of output \(n\), domain \(\delta\).

1. for \( j = 0, 1, \ldots, n - 1 \) do
2. \( D[j] \leftarrow S[i] \) \hspace{1cm} Get a bit from the state.
3. \( S, \text{inc}(\delta) \) \hspace{1cm} Increment index \(i\).
4. end for

**Output:** Output data \(D[0 \cdots n - 1]\), updated state \((S, i)\).

Algorithm 5 Encrypt data: \( C = S, \text{enc}(P, \delta) \).

**Input:** Input state \((S, i)\), plaintext \(P\), domain \(\delta\).

1. for \( j = 0, 1, \ldots, |P| - 1 \) do
2. \( C[j] \leftarrow S[i] \oplus P[j] \) \hspace{1cm} Xor plaintext with the state.
3. \( S[i] \leftarrow C[j] \) \hspace{1cm} Ciphertext goes into the state.
4. \( S, \text{inc}(\delta) \) \hspace{1cm} Increment index \(i\).
5. end for

**Output:** Ciphertext \(C[0 \cdots |P| - 1]\), updated state \((S, i)\).

Algorithm 6 Decrypt data: \( P = S, \text{dec}(C, \delta) \).

**Input:** Input state \((S, i)\), ciphertext \(C\), domain \(\delta\).

1. for \( j = 0, 1, \ldots, |C| - 1 \) do
2. \( P[j] \leftarrow S[i] \oplus C[j] \) \hspace{1cm} Xor ciphertext with the state.
3. \( S[i] \leftarrow C[j] \) \hspace{1cm} Ciphertext goes into the state.
4. \( S, \text{inc}(\delta) \) \hspace{1cm} Increment index \(i\).
5. end for

**Output:** Plaintext \(P[0 \cdots |C| - 1]\), updated state \((S, i)\).

Table 2: Domain indicator \(\delta\) bits and fields.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>last</td>
<td>0x01</td>
<td>Flag</td>
<td>Final (padded) block marker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full</td>
<td>0x02</td>
<td>Flag</td>
<td>Full state indicator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ad</td>
<td>0x10</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Authenticated Data / Hash input.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adf</td>
<td>0x12</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Full-state AAD (adf = ad \lor full).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>key</td>
<td>0x20</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Secret key material.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keyf</td>
<td>0x22</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Initialization block (keyf = key \lor full).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hash</td>
<td>0x40</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Hash, MAC, or XOF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ptct</td>
<td>0x70</td>
<td>In/out</td>
<td>Plaintext/ciphertext duplex block.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 SNEIKEN: Authenticated Encryption

The SNEIKEN authenticated encryption with associated data (AEAD) algorithm is characterized by the following six variables:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Var</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Secret key</td>
<td>Fixed k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Nonce or IV</td>
<td>Fixed n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Associated data</td>
<td>Any a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Plaintext</td>
<td>Any p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Authentication tag</td>
<td>Fixed t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Ciphertext</td>
<td>p + t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The algorithm provides integrity and confidentiality protection for $P$ and $C$ but only integrity protection for $A$. Capacity $c = b - r$ is equivalent to the key size $k$ in encryption and decryption. Associated data is processed with full-state rate ($r = b$). Generally speaking, the confidentiality is at $k$-bit security level and integrity is at $t$-bit level.

SNEIKEN128 is the primary member of the family:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Rounds</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Nonce</th>
<th>Tag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNEIKEN128</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEIKEN192</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEIKEN256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Encryption and decryption. We define a 6-byte “variant identifier block” as follows:

$$\text{ID}[0..5] = 0x61, 0x65, r/8, k/8, n/8, t/8$$

The first two bytes are ASCII 'a' and 'e', followed by byte lengths for rate, key, nonce, and tag. We denote the encryption process by $C \leftarrow \text{SNEIKEN}(K, N, A, P)$. Algorithm 7 contains the full procedure for SNEIKEN using the BLNK2 primitives from Section 3.

Algorithm 7 Authenticated encryption $C \leftarrow \text{SNEIKEN}(K, N, A, P)$.


1: $S.clr()$ \hspace{1cm} Initialize the state: $S = 0^b, i = 0$
2: $S.put(ID || K || N, keyf)$ \hspace{1cm} Identifier, secret key, and nonce.
3: $S.fin(keyf)$ \hspace{1cm} Pad and permute the key block.
4: $S.put(A, adf)$ \hspace{1cm} Associated authenticated data.
5: $S.fin(adf)$ \hspace{1cm} Pad and permute, even if $a = 0$.
6: $C' \leftarrow S.enc(P, ptct)$ \hspace{1cm} Actual ciphertext.
7: $S.fin(ptct)$ \hspace{1cm} Pad and permute, even if $p = 0$.
8: $T \leftarrow S.get(t, hash)$ \hspace{1cm} Authentication tag, $t$ bits.
9: $C \leftarrow C' \parallel T$ \hspace{1cm} Authenticated ciphertext.

Output: Ciphertext $C$.

Algorithm 8 specifies the corresponding decryption and authentication function

$\{P, FAIL\} \leftarrow \text{SNEIKEN}^{-1}(K, N, A, C)$.  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Decryption must output only FAIL upon integrity check failure (no partial plaintext!)

Code Size. Compiling size-optimized encrypt.c that implements the NIST AEAD API (for Encryption and Decryption) resulted in 1100 bytes of executable code and data on AVR and 626 bytes on Cortex-M4. This is the only component required for implementation in addition to the permutation (Table 1). Full assembler implementation or co-implementation with SNEIKHA may yield smaller code size.
Algorithm 8 Authenticated decryption $\{P, \text{FAIL}\} \leftarrow \text{SNEIKEN}^{-1}(K, N, A, C)$.

**Input:** Secret key $K$, (public) nonce $N$, associated data $A$, and ciphertext $C$ ($p + t$ bits).

1: $S$.clr() \hspace{1cm} Initialize the state: $S = 0^b$, $i = 0$
2: $S$.put(ID $\parallel K$ $\parallel N$, keyf) \hspace{1cm} Identifier, secret key, and nonce.
3: $S$.fin(keyf) \hspace{1cm} Pad and permute the key block.
4: $S$.put($A$, adf) \hspace{1cm} Associated authenticated data.
5: $S$.fin(adf) \hspace{1cm} Pad and permute, even if $a = 0$.
6: $P \leftarrow S$.dec($C[0 \cdots p - 1]$, ptct) \hspace{1cm} Decrypt plaintext from first $p$ bits of $C$.
7: $S$.fin(ptct) \hspace{1cm} Pad and permute, even if $p = 0$.
8: $T = S$.get($t$, hash) \hspace{1cm} Authentication tag, $t$ bits.
9: if $T = C[p \cdots p + t - 1]$ then \hspace{1cm} Last $t$ bits of $C$ matches with tag $T$.
10: \hspace{1cm} return $P$
11: else
12: \hspace{1cm} return FAIL
13: end if

**Output:** Plaintext $P$ or FAIL.

**MAC-and-continue.** Lightweight protocols can avoid per-message rekeying by padding the MAC with $S$.fin(hash), and then directly continuing to process the next message (from step 4 in Algorithm 7). The decryption side must of course mirror these operations to keep both parties synchronized.

A protocol that uses SNEIKEN in a MAC-and-continue setting can incorporate a ratchet operation $S$.ratchet() that explicitly clears the “rate” portion and is therefore irreversible. This enforces forward security when used appropriately in relation to permutation calls. The “capacity” should contain enough secret entropy to maintain security.

Therefore MAC-and-continue is not only a significant speedup but also saves memory and provides forward security. There is no longer any need to retain the original secret keying material after initialization, unless the protocol is of connectionless datagram type. All exchanged messages are “continuously authenticated” (across messages) which simplifies handshake protocol design as separate hashes are not required.

## 5 SNEIKHA: Cryptographic Hashing

SNEIKHA hash functions produce an $h$-bit hash $H$ from input data $A$ of arbitrary bit length $a$. The security against collision search for SNEIKHA algorithms is expected to be $2^{a/2} - \lambda$ which is equivalent to $2^{h/2}$ for these fixed-length hashes. The complexity of (second) pre-image search may be higher for format-restricted inputs.

SNEIKHA256 is the primary member of the family:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Hash</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Rounds</th>
<th>Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNEIKHA256</td>
<td>$h = 256$</td>
<td>$r = 256$</td>
<td>$p = 8$</td>
<td>$2^{125}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEIKHA384</td>
<td>$h = 384$</td>
<td>$r = 128$</td>
<td>$p = 8$</td>
<td>$2^{192}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 9 specifies SNEIKHA using the BLNK2 primitives of Section 3. We note that if the squeezing step $S$.get() is implemented literally (as in Algorithm 4), there may be a final permutation call which is unnecessary if SNEIKHA is not used as a part of some intermediate-hash scheme. This is because these hashes algorithms are internally extensible-output functions (XOFs) cut to length $h$. We may define explicit XOF padding modes in the future if a need arises for them.
Algorithm 9 Cryptographic hash $H \leftarrow \text{SNEIKHA}(A)$.

**Input:** Data to be hashed $A$.

1. $S$.clr() \hspace{1cm} \text{Initialize the state: } S = 0^b, i = 0
2. $S$.put($A$, $ad$) \hspace{1cm} \text{Absorb input data – only to rate.}
3. $S$.fin($ad$) \hspace{1cm} \text{Pad and permute.}
4. $H \leftarrow S$.get($h$, hash) \hspace{1cm} \text{Squeeze hash, } h \text{ bits.}

**Output:** Hash $H$ of $A$.

**Code Size.** The size-optimized hash.c file implementing the NIST hash API compiles into 288 bytes on AVR and 180 bytes on Cortex-M4. This is the only component required for implementation in addition to the permutation (Table 1). Full assembler implementation or co-implementation with SNEIKEN may yield smaller code size. Incremental and keyed hashing constructions are straightforward.

### 6 Design Rationale

**Shared features between AEAD and Hash.** The SNEIKE and SNEIKHA proposals share the underlying SNEIK permutation $f_{512}$ (Section 2), and the BLNK2 padding mechanism (Section 3). Implementations of the two algorithms may have up to 90% common code, as can be seen from the reference implementations provided. We note that the SNEIK family is intended as a fully-featured suite that fulfills all symmetric cryptographic needs of a lightweight application; encryption, authentication, PRNG, etc.

The BLNK2 modes are based on the author’s BLINKER framework for sponge-based protocols [Saa14a], which has inspired and influenced constructions such as Mike Hamburg’s lightweight STROBE protocol framework [Ham17], David Wong’s DISCO [Won19], and the Xoodoo suite from the Xoodoo/Keccak team [DHP+18].

SNEIGEN also shares these components (See Appendix A). As an example of its versatility, we have used SNEIGEN to create a variant (“R5SNEIK”) of the Round5 post-quantum encryption and KEM scheme [BBF+19a, BBF+19b], which is demonstrably more efficient than the original – which uses the NIST SHAKE and AES-GCM primitives.

**Design goals and process.** Our main design goal was to create fast permutation-based primitives suitable for prominent 8, 16, and 32-bit embedded microcontrollers – primarily ARM Cortex-M and Atmel AVR families. The 32-bit Cortex-M target directly led to the use of a 32-bit primary datapath, while AVR somewhat limited the use of rotations (which are essentially “free” in the ARMv7 architecture and Cortex M3/4).

We observe that the size of the permutation $n$ is almost entirely flexible – smaller and larger permutations can be easily constructed. This was one of the original design goals, although it is not used in the current proposals. However, it was clear that the entire permutation state would not fit into the register file of either of the main target platforms, so processing would have to be “localized” to some degree. This led to the “window” design of Equation 4. This is quite different from proposals such as Gimli [BKL+17], whose designers chose to have more localized mixing.

It was obvious that the design should not have any table lookups or conditional branches in order to make it naturally resistant to timing attacks and some other simple side-channel attacks. We toyed for a while with designs inspired by Ascon [DEMS16] and Xoodoo [DHP+18], but the availability of “free” addition on the main target platforms finally made the decision to use ARX an easy one. The NSA’s SPECK [BSS+13] has been a strong inspiration when studying lightweight ARX algorithms.
The overall design of SNEIK is clearly influenced by a large number of previous proposals. A great early influence was the “Block TEA” algorithm by David Wheeler and Roger Needham – which the author cryptanalyzed more than two decades ago [WN98].

Strong feedback for fast diffusion. Since multiple-issue or superscalar processing is generally not available on lightweight targets, instruction and data path parallelism was not a great concern. Indeed, we decided to take the opposite route and maximize the critical path instead of minimizing it. We use immediate feedback from one processed word to the next, which helps to diffuse the state extremely rapidly. The design achieves complete avalanche (each input bit evenly affecting each output bit) in only two rounds.

The long critical path between rounds may limit the clock frequency of hardware implementations and the design does not allow easy venues for parallelization; however we view these as secondary considerations for lightweight cryptography.

Round structure. The security of SNEIK relies largely on very effective feedback diffusion when the permutation is computed in either direction.

It is easy to see that each step in Equation 2 is invertible. The weight-3 rotation-xor operations at steps \( t_3 \) and \( t_6 \) can be interpreted as polynomial multiplications in the binary polynomial ring \( \mathbb{Z}_2[x]/(x^{32} + 1) \):

\[
\begin{align*}
t_3 &= p \ast t_2 \mod x^{32} + 1, \text{ with } p = x^{25} + x^{24} + 1 \\
t_6 &= q \ast t_4 \mod x^{32} + 1, \text{ with } q = x^{17} + x^9 + 1.
\end{align*}
\]

(7) (8)

The inverse polynomials have Hamming weight 9:

\[
\begin{align*}
p \ast (x^{28} + x^{21} + x^{20} + x^{14} + x^{12} + x^7 + x^6 + x^3 + x^4) &\equiv 1 \pmod{x^{32} + 1} \\
q \ast (x^{27} + x^{19} + x^{18} + x^{17} + x^{11} + x^9 + x^3 + x^2 + 1) &\equiv 1 \pmod{x^{32} + 1}
\end{align*}
\]

(9) (10)

The choice of \( p \) and \( q \) guarantees that input (differentials) of weight less than 6 at \( t_2 \) and \( t_5 \) will always have output weight of at least 3 at \( t_3 \) and \( t_6 \). Ignoring the nonlinear operation at step \( t_5 \), the composite \( p \ast q \) also has this property, but with guaranteed output weight of 4. The coefficients were chosen in a way to allow for a reasonably efficient implementation on AVR, which only has instructions for single-bit shifts of bytes.

There are some potentially problematic 4-bit to 4-bit rotational differentials such as 0x80808080 ≪, but we could not cancel out the strong feedback propagation in our cryptanalysis (with this particular \( p \) and \( q \) selection – some others are vulnerable), so these could not be exploited.

Round constants. The round constants of Equation 3 are just bytes from a maximum distance separable (MDS) code in decreasing-increasing order. The Hamming distance between each pair is at least 4. Efficient digital circuits can be constructed to generate this code – the last 8 bytes are just logical inverses of the first 8, for example. The modes described in this document only use the first 8 so implementations may choose not to include the last 8.

Number of rounds. Table 3 defines sixteen round constants as we reserve the option of doubling the number of rounds to \( \rho = 12/16 \) for an extra margin of security.

The current \( \rho \) choices are based on relatively optimistic estimates derived from initial cryptanalysis and various statistical experiments. We currently don’t know how to break more than half of the rounds of any variant (except SNEIGEN). However, we encourage developers to conservatively choose the round-doubled versions for applications where throughput is not the main selection criterion (or when the cryptographic operation is
Table 3: Performance comparison: For Sponge permutations we give cycles/byte estimates for the entire round (full block) and for 128-bit and 256-bit capacity (with appropriate number of rounds), corresponding to the security of an AEAD. The Keccak speeds are derived from an optimized 11,785 cycle assembler implementation of the permutation – 256-bit security number maps most closely to SHAKE128 (which has 256-bit capacity). Note that RAM usage is not uniformly reported in the literature; one clearly needs RAM for the permutation in Sponge modes (200 bytes for Keccak/SHA3/Shake) and for expanded keys with block ciphers (176/240 bytes for AES128/AES256), but only 64 bytes for SNEIK. We are reporting just the additional stack usage in this table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>ROM</th>
<th>Stack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmel AVR ATmega</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEIK Fast [This work]</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEIK Small [This work]</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES Fast [Poe07]</td>
<td>3411</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES Small [Poe07]</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gimli Fast [BKL+17]</td>
<td>19218</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gimli Small [BKL+17]</td>
<td>778</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARM Cortex M3/M4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEIK Fast [This work]</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEIK Small [This work]</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gimli [BKL+17]</td>
<td>3972</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES Unprotected CTR [SS16]</td>
<td>2192/2960</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keccak XKCP Asm [BDH+19]</td>
<td>7052</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison to other schemes. Table 3 compares SNEIK against some other proposals. See Table 1 for additional information about SNEIK on microcontrollers. We observe that SNEIK has clearly advantageous performance and code size characteristics over current NIST ciphers. It also serves as a single fit for a wide array of applications. We expect hardware implementations to also share these performance and footprint features.
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A SNEIGEN Entropy Distribution Functions

SNEIGEN is a seed expander with limited cryptographic strength – it is not an authenticated encryption or hash function algorithm per se, and therefore not part of the main proposal. It is intended for cryptographic applications that need “random-like padding”, “lightweight mixing” with well-understood entropy flow properties, or a deterministic PRNG source with good statistical qualities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Rounds</th>
<th>Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNEIGEN128</td>
<td>c = 128</td>
<td>r = 384</td>
<td>ρ = 3</td>
<td>limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEIGEN192</td>
<td>c = 192</td>
<td>r = 320</td>
<td>ρ = 4</td>
<td>limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEIGEN256</td>
<td>c = 256</td>
<td>r = 256</td>
<td>ρ = 5</td>
<td>limited</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithmically SNEIGEN works exactly like SNEIKHA (Algorithm 9); it is basically a XOF (Extensible Output Function). One can squeeze any amount of bits out with successive calls to S.get(*, hash). However, we are not ruling out more complex interactions with the state (such as ratcheting or reseeding, see below for PRNG use) when SNEIGEN is used to build higher-level primitives.

Properties. The main security requirement for a lightweight mixing function is captured in the term “Entropy Distribution Function” (EDF); once seeded with \( n \leq c \) truly random bits (\( n \) bits of entropy), any \( n \)-bit output should also have close to \( n \) bits of randomness (entropy) when observed without joint information.

SNEIGEN is not claimed to be collision resistant, but full collisions are unlikely for outputs that are much larger than the \( c \)-bit input seed. Given more than \( c \) bits of output, an attacker may be able to distinguish SNEIGEN from random, and may also be able to derive the secret state or even the input seed from it. However, targeted cryptanalytic effort is required to achieve this. SNEIGEN output should not be directly exposed to an attacker in a way that leads to the compromise of secret state.

Since the SNEIK permutation has a \( 2 \times 32 = 64 \) - bit feedback “accumulator” (words \( s[i-1] \) and \( s[i-2] \) in Equation 2) diffusion to the right, and the first round does not achieve much diffusion to the left, the number of rounds is chosen as \( ρ = \lceil c/64 \rceil + 1 \).

Algebraic Interaction. The output of an EDF should not “interact algebraically” with arithmetic operations of the higher-level cryptographic primitive that uses it. This means that, as an example, a completely linear EDF probably should not be used to distribute entropy between other linear components: there is a possibility that some of the entropy will algebraically cancel out or that the shared algebraic structure can somehow be used to attack the higher-level primitive.

We claim that the ARX structure of SNEIK does not interact with common rings, lattices, and other similar number theoretical structures. However, this must be analyzed on a case-by-case basis.

R5SNEIK. The SNEIGEN EDF is used by the R5SNEIK variants of the Round5 post-quantum public-key cryptosystem [BBF+19a, BBF+19b]. This is not an official part of the Round5 submission, but a result of separate ongoing research\(^1\). SNEIGEN replaces NIST standard SHAKE [NIS15] and cSHAKE [NIS16] XOFs in this Round5 variant for public vector/matrix A computation and also for the derivation of secret ternary polynomials.

When instantiated as a public key encryption algorithm (rather than simply as a KEM), the more secure SNEIKEN algorithms (Section 4) are used to replace AES-GCM [NIS01, NIS07] as a Data Encapsulation Mechanism (DEM) to transport bulk data.

\(^1\)An R5SNEIK implementation is included with https://github.com/r5embed/r5embed
The overall speed-up is significant (up to 50%), but the main advantage is that full-featured BLNK2-based protocols can be built from these simple lightweight primitives; the Round5 KEM and PKE are used to provide an (authenticated) key exchange in this framework. This eliminates the need for non-lightweight NIST cryptography or completely ad hoc diffusers.

**Other Applications.** The authors of [BFM+18] argue that “good statistical properties” are sufficient for the public matrix \( A \) in a lightweight implementation of the FrodoKEM, another NIST PQC candidate. They use *xoshiro128***, a very simple, fully XOR-linear PRNG (actually a seed expander) with a 128-bit state.

An example of a lightweight mixing function used to support symmetric cryptography is the “Elephant” diffuser used with AES-CBC in the original version of Microsoft’s Bitlocker disk encryption system [Fer06].

Another traditional example is the padding in RSA PKCS #1 [MKJR16]; the padding of the RSA message really does not require absolute cryptographic security – lack of algebraic interaction with the RSA operation is sufficient.

**Random Number Generation.** If the SNEIK permutation is used to build a general-purpose random number generator, this may also be called “SNEIGEN”. New randomness can be added after \( S.\text{fin}(\text{hash}) \) with \( S.\text{put}(R, \text{ad}) \), \( S.\text{fin}(\text{ad}) \). Further random bits may then be extracted with \( S.\text{get}(*, \text{hash}) \). If cryptographic security is required from the generator, we suggest increasing the number of rounds to \( \rho = 8 \) or even \( \rho = 16 \) and having capacity of at least \( c \geq 192 \). Furthermore, \( S.\text{ratchet}() \) can be used for PRNG forward security.